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This book packs hundreds of time-saving solutions, troubleshooting tips, and workarounds for using Office Visio 2007. Whether you are upgrading from Office 97 or Office 2003, youll be able to dig in to the work-ready resources that help you take your Visio 2007 experience to the next level. This information-packed complete reference shows you how to get the most out of Visio 2007 and find out whats new. You will learn how to create diagrams and use them in other Office programs, how to create timelines and PERT charts to track projects and scheduling tasks, and how to use CAD drawings in Visio. You will explore how to use Visio to create technical diagrams for mechanical, electrical, and process engineering, and more. Plus, youll get an easy-to-use companion CD packed with custom resources and a fully searchable eBook.     

   Key Book Benefits:
-Discover what's new in Microsoft Office Visio 2007 
-Award-winning INSIDE OUT format makes hundreds of tips, tricks, and workarounds easy to find and easy to use 
-Drills into the most-used features and functions in Office Visio, delivering comprehensive details--but no fluff--in a single volume 
-Learn how to use Visio 2007 to add impact to Microsoft Office PowerPoint presentations, create network and technical diagrams, and more 
-Includes a companion CD with customer resources, eBooks, and more     

       About the Author


   Mark H. Walker has written extensively for Microsoft on everything from the Xbox and Microsoft Windows Internet Explorer 7 to Visio. He is the author of numerous productivity software books including  The Visio Bible, Microsoft Office Visio 2003 Inside Out, Office 2003: The  Missing Manual, and How to Use the Internet. He lives in rural Virginia where he coaches soccer and dreams of writing a great novel.       
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Molecular Biology of Drug AddictionHumana Press, 2002

	A comprehensive multidisciplinary review of the most relevant molecular, genetic, and behavioral approaches used to investigate the neurobiological basis of drug addiction. The authors explore the latest findings on opioid, psychostimulant, cannabinoid, alcohol, and nicotine addiction, provide fresh insights into the genetic basis of drug...
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Windows Phone 7.5 Application Development with F# (Professional Expertise Distilled)Packt Publishing, 2013

	Develop amazing applications for Windows Phone using F#


	Overview

	
		Understand the Windows Phone application development environment and F# as a language
	
		Discover how to work with Windows Phone controls using F#
	
		Learn how to work with gestures, navigation, and data access
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Virtualpolitik: An Electronic History of Government Media-Making in a Time of War, Scandal, Disaster, Miscommunication, and MistakesMIT Press, 2009
Today government agencies not only have official Web sites but also sponsor moderated chats, blogs, digital video clips, online tutorials, videogames, and virtual tours of national landmarks. Sophisticated online marketing campaigns target citizens with messages from the government—even as officials make news with digital gaffes involving...
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Apache Cordova 3 ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2013

	This is a book about programming cross-platform mobile applications using Apache Cordova 3 (with  some coverage of PhoneGap 3 as well). In Apache Cordova 3, the Cordova development team made  some dramatic changes in the framework, and this book is what you need to understand what Cordova 3  is all about. The book can be...
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Managing Information Technology Projects: Applying Project Management Strategies to Software, Hardware, and Integration InitiativesAMACOM, 2003
With software and hardware development techniques improving constantly, it’s surprising to learn that more than half of all technology projects overrun their schedules and budgets by 200 percent or more. Computerworld magazine recently reported several surveys showing that project failure is overwhelmingly traceable to poorly...
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Database Modeling and Design, Fifth Edition: Logical Design (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2011

	Database Modeling and Design, Fifth Edition, focuses on techniques for database design in relational database systems.


	This extensively revised fifth edition features clear explanations, lots of terrific examples and an illustrative case, and practical advice, with design rules that are applicable to any SQL-based system....
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